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Overview

Wireless Local Area Network (LAN) is a core technology which supports the network applications in the future. In the project, the aim is to build a portable video viewer for the Window CE environment in Pocket PCs. The goals we accomplished include the following:

- developed the video decoder from a Windows based MPEG-4 decoder
- developed the network part for the transmission of videos through a wireless LAN
- constructed a GUI for the video player

Wireless LAN Transmission
To view a video from the internet, the Pocket PC will first request the video from the server. Then the server will send the data of the video to the Pocket PC. While receiving the data, the Pocket PC divides the received data into video bitstream and audio bitstream. The video bitstream and the audio bitstream will be decoded by the video decoder and audio decoder respectively. After that, the decoded video and the decoded audio are stored in their corresponding buffers, and then passed to the video player and audio player respectively. Finally, those two players are synchronized and the video will be displayed.
Result

(A). The sequence number of the frame in the video

(B). The video output

(C). fps setting

(D). “Stop” key to stop the player and pause the transmission

(E). “Play” key to start the player and the transmission of the video

(F). Reset the transmission to the 1st frame

(G). Menu bar

Performance

Decoding speed of Stef_cif.cmp (512 x 288)

- P4 1GHz with MMX
- K6-2 450MHz with MMX
- K6-2 450MHz without MMX
- Pocket PC 400MHz

frame per second (fps)